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Report of the Seminar on Indian National Movement on 8th August, 2022

Under the aegis of Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav and Har Ghar Tiranga,
Tiranga in run up to the
Independence Day 2022 Celebrations
Celebrations, Nationall Service Scheme (NSS) Unit of the College
C
organised a seminar on the theme
theme, ‘Indian National Movement and its Legacy’ on 8th August,
2022. The seminar
inar started at 2:00 pm in the College Conference H
Hall
all and witnessed the
participation of around 62 NSS volunteers besides members from the faculty. The event was
moderated by Dr Safeer Ahmad Bhat, NSS Programme O
Officer,
fficer, who formally welcomed
w
the
guests and brought home the importance of th
the theme. Vice-Principal
Principal of the College,
C
Dr.
Shabir Ahmad Padder, the chief guest of the occasion
occasion, presented the introductory remarks
and inaugurated the proceedings of the seminar and shed light on thee various aspects of the
Indian National Movement.
In his keynote address, resource person, Dr
Dr. Hashim Iqbal Malik, Assistant Professor
P
(History) deliberated on the concerned theme, highlighted and appreciated the contribution of
great freedom fighters of India in the attainment of Independence and defined Indian National
Movement as the epitome of truth and non
non-violence. The speaker discussed that the ultimate
victory of the non-violent
violent methods of Mahatma Gandhi left an indelible impression not only
on thee minds of the Indians but all over the world and the principles of democracy, unity in
diversity, Hindu-Muslim
Muslim unity, the secular ideals, peaceful co
co-existence,
existence, mutual respect,
ideals of liberty, equality, fraternity, socio
socio-economic
economic justice were the product
produ of the fight
against the mighty British Empire
Empire. It was held that India has unwavering credentials as a
democratic nation and it was more pertinent in the present times to reiterate to ourselves the
golden legacy left by the freedom fighters and take fur
further
ther steps in the direction of their
cherished 'India' for which they happily sacrificed their entire lives and comfort. All the
volunteers were greatly inspired by the session. Furthermore, the winners of the essay writing

competition were also announced
announced. The event concluded with a vote of thanks by Mr. Shahid
Yousuf Gilkar, Assistant
istant Professor in the D
Department of English.
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